
very day, all over the world, kids like you 
 are running, jumping, chasing, hiding, 

seeking, swinging, tussling, sliding. And you 
know what? Animals everywhere are doing 
lots of the same things!

One look at the border collie at right tells 
you that this dog is ready for a game. The 
“play bow” is a pose that members of the 
dog family use to invite others to play. The 
open mouth and relaxed face are other 
clues that point to a playful mood. Can you 
spot similar “play faces” in the photos on 
the next few pages?

Not all animals play. But mammals defi-
nitely do, and some birds do, too. Certain 
lizards, turtles, octopuses, and other ani-
mals also seem to play. And just like us, the 

youngsters play a lot, while grownups  
join in only sometimes. 

Is play all fun and games? 
Well, scientists can’t 
say for sure why 
animals play. 
But they think 
the reasons 
go beyond 
just having 
a good time. 
Let’s take a 
closer look at 
some of those 
reasons—and 
lots more animal 
shenanigans!
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at got your tail?

atĄnimalsby Kate Hofmann

Lots of animals know
how to have a good time.
Come join the fun!

Play

MARK RAYCROFT/MINDEN PICTURES (8-9); ROLAND SEITRE/SEAPICS.COM (IRRAWADY DOLPHINS); DENIS-HUOT/NATUREPL.COM (LIONS)

Spit-ta
cular shot! 
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Play to
Learn

These young cheetahs play a 

game that gives them lots of 

practice running and leap-

ing—skills they’ll need as 

adults to hunt prey.

A little danger makes 
play extra exciting. 
These young mountain 
goats buck and play at 
great heights, getting 
more sure-footed with 
every jump.

Wheee! This baby 
orangutan swings  

on a branch for fun—
and, at the same time, 

learns how to move 
around in the  

treetops.

SUZI ESZTERHAS (10T); MICHEL & CHRISTINE DENIS-HUOT/BIOSPHOTO/MINDEN PICTURES (10B); CHARLIE SUMMERS/NATUREPL.COM (11T); GEORGE SANKER/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES (11B)

These black bear 

cubs look fierce, but 

this is just a play-

fight. They keep 

their sharp teeth and 

claws in check.

Playtime is fun, but it’s also a 
way for baby animals to learn 
important lessons. Play helps 
them to explore the world and 
see what their bodies can do. It’s 
also a chance to practice skills 
they’ll need to hunt for food, 
avoid predators, or defend their 
territory when they grow up.

For animals that live in 
groups, play may be a way to 
practice getting along. Animal 
games may look like free-for-
alls, but they have rules, just as 
yours do. Animals can say, “This 
is just a game, not a real fight,” 
by nipping lightly instead of 
biting or by being careful with 
their claws.
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Wild
Toys

The Japanese macaque 
(muh-KAK) lives in such a 
snowy place that it’s also 
called a snow monkey. For 
fun, this young one shapes 
the white stuff into a ball.

For a serval  
(SUR-vul) kitten, 

tossing a mouse 

into the air before 

gulping it down is 

good training for 

hunting.

Dried elephant dung (poop) 
makes a fun ball for a little 
lion cub to play with!

A stringy piece  
of whale meat is 

perfect for a game 
of tug-of-war be-
tween two polar 

bear cubs.

BRANDON COLE (12T); ARCO/NATUREPL.COM (12BL); STEVEN KAZLOWSKI/SEAPICS.COM (12-13M); SUZI ESZTERHAS (13T); SUZI ESZTERHAS/MINDEN PICTURES (13R) >

A good toy can make playtime 
way more fun. An animal that’s 
curious and playful might even 
pick up something that’s edible 
or useful in solving a problem.

When animals are young, 
their brains are chang-
ing fast. Playing around 
with objects may also 
help to develop better 
thinking skills.

Is this sea star  

about to be lunch?  

Actually, the young sea 

lion has turned it into a  

plaything in its own  

private game.

Zoos often try to find activities that keep their 
 curious animals busy and happy. At the Aquarium 
of the Pacific in California, playtime has gone high-
tech! Here, a penguin named Jeremy tries to nab a 
digital mouse running across an iPad screen.

Tech Toy
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This goofy kea (a kind of 

parrot) is having fun sliding 

down a slippery wet roof. 

These brainy birds are known 

to be curious and playful.

Do you like to 
splash and stomp 

in mud? These 
two young African 

elephants couldn’t 

hold back from 
some puddle-fun in 

this muddy water 

hole. = 

This wolf is  
enjoying a snowy  

roll. It could be a way  
to cool off or get clean, 
but maybe it just feels 

really good! 

Just
Fun!for

So, maybe playing is a good 
way to learn how to get food or 
to get along. But perhaps the 
whole point of play is that it’s 
just plain fun. The upside-down 
panda at right seems to think so! 

Whether you have two legs, 
four legs, wings, or fins, play-
time is simply the best!

Surf’s up  
for this pod of  

bottlenose dolphins! 
Dolphins spend lots of 

time playing around 
in the waves and  

underwater.

MITSUAKI IWAGO/MINDEN PICTURES (14T) >; ANDREW WALMSLEY/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES (14BL); ROLAND SEITRE/SEAPICS.COM (14-15B); 

LYNN M. STONE/NPL/MINDEN PICTURES (15T) >; GERRY ELLIS/GLOBIO/MINDEN PICTURES (15BR) > 1514


